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This is a bad copy of farming simulator. You can't exit a vehicle to continue the tutorial if you remap your keys, so do not
remap the keys. You will be stuck. You can hire workers to do most of the work for you, and the work completes instantly so
you don't really have to do much which takes away from the game, you don't even need the equipment to hire workers to do the
work.. if I had to compare this to other games, I would say it's like Nestalgia and Enter the Gungeon had a baby (in terms of
like, aesthetic, loot, etc - oh, but minus the infantile developer running Nestalgia).

I wish there were more classes (with more skills - the skill "trees" are relatively restrictive but pretty straightforward
and allow enough points for customization to feel like the character is somewhat yours) and more content
(dungeoneering, and boss battles like the one vs lord wellington are fun); but, overall I am having a lot of fun playing - 
just wish there was more of everything. I think the addition of pvp in the game was somewhat pointless as the combat
is so simplistic and the playerbase isn't there for it obviously (will never get the 1000 players killed achievement...
actually, maybe not even the minimum version of the pvp achievement, lol) - I felt like this was a step in the wrong
direction and instead more pve content should have been included because that is where the game shines.

the overworld map is extremely empty and just cluttered with stuff to run into - it was mostly fun exploring the areas
though.

wish there was a way to turn off the ghetto gradient lighting though on certain maps (like wellington's map) because I
am not sure if that's what's hurting my eyes so badly or if I'm developing glaucoma.

game's fun for a few hours...

if you don't roll warrior, at least from my experience.. Ok, I LOVE this route, 10\/10. I just have one problem. Only one
scenario works without saying "Cannot Load File: Tracks.bin". WHY?! HELP!!. BUYER BEWARE!!!! : I love grand
strategy games, so I was excited to dive into the depths of this game and love it for everything it was or was not. I was
never able to get the game to play in an acceptable resolution. Everytime I tried to change the resolution via the config
file found in the games root directory it completly crashed my computer all the way to a cold boot. Out of the 509
games I currently have on steam it is the ONLY one that crashes my computer EVERYTIME I try to change my
resolution. After the 2nd hour and 5th complete crash I opted for a refund, that was not an option, so it is now the only
game that I have vindictively removed from my computer. I hope these devs go bankrupt, releasing such flawed
software in todays market with updates and patches an accepted norm, is a gross oversight and only deserves
oustanding contempt from those who bought the product. Dont waste your money here. Paradox makes a whole slew of
fantastic grand strategy games that also work as intended.. i played this game. Got this from♥♥♥♥♥random keys.
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Tried giving it a chance but this game is so repeatitve.. These christmas wizards did not graduate from hogwarts
either.. literally just flappy bird except there's a reason to play it that isn't just telling your <12 yo friends that you got
12 points in it

the reason is there's actual levels in it and collectibles that make your epeen grow. Good top down shooter roguelite
with permanent character progression.

Quite easy on normal mode, but hard mode definitely cranks things up.

There are unlockable characters, there's one that has crappy health like the poop from isaac if you want an extra
challenge.

Well worth the 4 quid. Started out as a phone game but you'd never know.

60fps, good m/kb controls.. This gives like 15k gold and 10 chests, plus 5 loots for Valeros. No stats.
The difficulty differs from reasonable to annoying lottery to "the very last fight in ch6 was actually easier". Actually, i
don't recommend it before you completed the main storyline.
The story is okay.
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3 Hours to finish game's 8 floors. Fun and fast paced for a Dungeon Crawler. Worth the $5.. Unfortunately, I can't recommend
this game. It seemed like it had an interesting premise and mechanics, and was on sale for only $3.59, but ultimately I felt that it
wasn't challenging enough to hold my attention. It also appears that despite having a reasonably large selection of characters,
they all function the same, have the same stats, story, and skills - it's purely a cosmetic choice for your icon.. This is pretty fun
to play with friends. In Avenged Sevenfold's (well, really just M. Shadows) break into the gaming medium, we are given Hail to
the King: Deathbat.
 In HttK: Deathbat you play as a fallen king, Andronikos, hellbent on returning to his throne after the god of evil killed and
replaced him with an evil twin.
 The story, while laden with dark fantasy tropes and cliche's, is interesting enough, and while I never became bored with it, I
don't feel that it is all that memorable.

The main character is supposed to come off as a cool and care-free badass, with cheesy one-liners included, which almost
directly conflicts with the story, and makes him completely one-dimensional.

Combat is simple as you only have two attacks; melee and magic, and your magic is based off of whatever your melee weapon
happens to be at the time. Melee will be your main form of attack, but each weapon uses the same animations, no matter what
style weapon it may be. The animation is fine for a sword, but it looks silly with anything that isn't a sword. It just looks weird
when Andronikos is bashing the enemies with the handle side of the scythe. Magic, on the other hand, is ranged and very
powerful, especially with some of the later weapons. You can charge the magic to do a more powerful attack, each charge attack
is different, and the effects accompanying them are nice. While your magic meter runs out somewhat quickly if you spam the
attack, your mana is easily recovered by simply standing near a mana fountain. However, the combat is too simple; each enemy
is either affected by hitstun, knockback, or must pause for a moment to line up their attacks, and almost every fight plays out
the exact same, no matter what enemy you're fighting: poke the enemy with a melee attack, run a circle, poke, run, poke. This
strategy works on most of the bosses as well.

Controls are responsive and simple; they could easily be translated to an NES controller, as you only ever move around and have
two buttons to worry about, melee and magic. On that note, you'll want to play with a joystick; I used a 3rd party (Rockcandy by
PDP) Xbox 360 controller, as I found mouse and keyboard controls to be clunky, because all movement is assigned to WASD.
There is the option to change the movement to different keys, but a point and click option similar to Diablo (which this game
tries model itself after) would be nice. However, with a joystick, you have no menu control. You can pause the game, but you're
still required to use a mouse to navigate the menus or use your equipped potion or item. I played on a touch screen monitor, so
this wasn't as big of an issue for me, but it's still annoying and wasteful to drop one hand off the controller to do anything. You
can switch melee weapons mid-fight, but you need to click on the icon with a mouse to do so, as there is no way to map these
options to a joystick. It would be nice to have this option assigned to a face button, or even SELECT/BACK. But you won't
want to use a keyboard as the game plays so much smoother with a joystick. It's an annoying and detrimental Catch 22.

The art style and graphics are well-done, but the Avenged Sevenfold logo of the Deathbat is EVERYWHERE. I know this is
their game and all, but it's just too much. However, each level design is different, unique, and very well paced. All the levels
with the exception of the starting area and world hub are based off of a song, and that song has been remixed to fit a neo-
classical Castlevania style. More on that in a bit. There's plenty to find and do in each level, and while veteran adventure gamers
won't find any of this to be completely new, I always wanted to explore every bit of it to find the games many different
collectibles. But there are some parts where your path is obscured because of the environment, and these areas are very
frustrating if there happens to be an enemy hiding where you can see. I hardly felt like my deaths were unfair or cheap while
fighting an enemy, but a few of the many traps and obstacles contained within each level did. (I'm looking at you, falling rocks
and rolling spike barrels.)

The soundtrack is very solid, but those who aren't a fan of Avenged Sevenfold's music probably won't find much to enjoy.
Every level theme is a remix of one of A7x's songs, many to the point that it's almost a new song entirely. As I mentioned
earlier, the songs are redone to fit a game, and they're done very well. They never become annoying or repetitive, and are almost
nostalgic for those who enjoyed Castlevania. That being said, the music for the level bosses is whatever song the level is themed
after, minus the vocals. The level bosses always have a little introduction with The Wicked End's interlude and bridge, followed
by the level's theme for the fight. The mini-bosses are where I ran into a problem. The music behind every miniboss fight is
always Unholy Confessions, and while I enjoy the song on its own, it quickly became repetitive the more I played, as every level
has at least two mini-bosses.
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Enemies and bosses are plentiful, and there are unique mobs for every level, which make for a good variety of things to fight.
Each enemy and each level lasts just long enough to enjoy, without ever feeling like they've overstayed their welcome. While
the strategy to fight them never varies much, they're still enjoyable thanks to the different way each of them attacks. Once you
learn the pattern though, each fight plays out the same way I mentioned above: poke, run, poke, and run. I didn't notice much
variety to the mini-bosses, as it seems there are only two varieties: One that summons a bunch of adds and attacks directly, or
one that puts up a shield, summons a bunch of adds you must defeat to lower the shield, and then attacks directly. You'll know
when you find a mini-boss area, too. It's always in a large, empyty clearing that you can't walk out of once you enter, thanks to a
barrier that erects behind you as you enter. Fortunately, each level boss is challenging and very unique, and each one must be
fought in a new way.

I hardly encountered any glitches or hiccups, except for one almost game-breaking glitch during the level, Babylon. I exited the
game mid-fight against the first mini boss to return to The Crypt to buy some health potions, and upon my return found that the
barrier that erects for each mini-boss fight had not disappered. I could not re-enter the arena to fight the mini-boss, therefore
could not complete the level. I tried exiting and re-entering the game multiple times, and eventually had to lose all of the lives I
had so the level would reset, and I could continue.

All in all, for a game ported from a mobile platform to play on PC, Hail to the King: Deathbat is a decent first game from
Avenged Sevenfold. Avenged sevenfold fans will enjoy the soundtrack and art, and adventure fans will enjoy the gameplay. I
can honestly say I'd buy a sequel if they were to ever make one. It gets a solid 6.5-7/10, and if the above issues with the controls,
environment, and combat were addressed, the game would easily be an 8/10. Being a fan of Avenged Sevenfold will make or
break the experince, but if you're indifferent about the band behind it, this could be a good budget adventure game for you..
Very good short, Rakka, shows promising, look forward to future DLC.... The game's not bad, I just wish it told you what you
could and couldn't kill by shooting. I died quite a bit due to that.

Also, the Mac version has literally nothing in its file folder. If you're on Mac only, don't bother getting this.. This is a minimalist
3D first person puzzle game which relies on matching and mixing colours and placing objects to finish various levels (15 in all).

The problem is that the object placement and physics system isn't perfect and can cause issues. A lot of the puzzles rely on
timing rather than problem solving, which detracts from the puzzler experience somewhat.

It's a game which had promise but didn't quite reach the potential it had.. A physics based platformer about navigating a ball of
sludge that can alter its physical properties through myriad tunnels and traps. This game is awkard to control but that's because
you're controlling the more raw aspects of your character. There is no jump button, you have to compress yourself and then
expand. There is no climb button. You have to make yourself adhesive and move up and over the leddge.
I do want to say that this game is frustrating and difficult, but the unique experience may be worth it.. Skyhill feels like Slay the
Spire in reverse - your goal is to reach the bottom of a zombie-infested tower (alive).
Simple gameplay mechanics that challenge you to make optimized choices along the way all the time depending on the
randomly-generated elements. What stats should you improve? Should you starve or fight? Should you improve your base or
your weapons? Should you fight or flee?
Took me 9hrs to finally beat the objective on Normal difficulty while unlocking the secret ending.
You can customize your run with unlockable passive and active perks, but this is optional.
Not sure about replayability though.
Definitely recommended at Sale price.. Purchased this program and played around in Vivecraft for a while before switching
back to the original "hold left trigger to move where controller is pointing" setup I had before. Didn't really like swinging my
arms constantly to move around the minecraft world and would strike things I didn't mean to with my right hand because of the
movement needed to walk.

It works properly but I am just not a fan.
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